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Abstract: Abnormal heart rhythms (arrhythmias) are a major cause of cardiovascular disease and
death in Europe. Sudden cardiac death accounts for 50% of cardiac mortality in developed countries;
ventricular tachycardia or ventricular fibrillation is the most common underlying arrhythmia. In the
ambulatory population, atrial fibrillation is the most common arrhythmia and is associated with an
increased risk of stroke and heart failure, particularly in an aging population. Early detection of
arrhythmias allows appropriate intervention, reducing disability and death. However, in the early
stages of disease arrhythmias may be transient, lasting only a few seconds, and are thus difficult
to detect. This work addresses the problem of extracting the far-field heart electrogram signal
from noise components, as recorded in bipolar leads along the left arm, using a data driven ECG
(electrocardiogram) denoising algorithm based on ensemble empirical mode decomposition (EEMD)
methods to enable continuous non-invasive monitoring of heart rhythm for long periods of time
using a wrist or arm wearable device with advanced biopotential sensors. Performance assessment
against a control denoising method of signal averaging (SA) was implemented in a pilot study with
34 clinical cases. EEMD was found to be a reliable, low latency, data-driven denoising technique with
respect to the control SA method, achieving signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) enhancement to a standard
closer to the SA control method, particularly on the upper arm-ECG bipolar leads. Furthermore, the
SNR performance of the EEMD was improved when assisted with an FFT (fast Fourier transform )
thresholding algorithm (EEMD-fft).
Keywords: arm-ECG; bipolar ECG lead; long-term ECG; wearable ECG monitoring; paroxysmal
arrhythmias; EEMD; EMD; signal averaging; ECG denoising; FFT
1. Introduction
Cardiovascular disease remains globally the commonest cause of death both in developing
and developed nations. Sudden death, usually caused by lethal arrhythmias, usually ventricular
tachycardia or fibrillation, account for 50% of these deaths [1]. Without immediate defibrillation,
mortality from sudden death increases by 10% per minute. Only 10% survive to be discharged from
hospital. In those cases where defibrillation occurs within 5–7 min survival increases to around 30%.
However most cardiac arrests are unwitnessed. A wrist-based monitor to detect ventricular arrhythmia
with the activation of a layperson or first responder network to deliver prompt defibrillation would
permit early defibrillation and improve survival from out-of-hospital cardiac arrest.
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Furthermore, patients with palpitations or loss of consciousness (syncope) account for a large
proportion of attendances at hospital outpatients and emergency rooms [2]. Many of these patients
have transient abnormalities in heart rate or rhythm, which have prognostic significance in the early
detection and diagnosis of heart disease. As there are many different cardiac dysrhythmias, accurate
detection and recording is essential and thus, continuous monitoring of the patients’ heart rhythm
is required for periods lasting from several days, up to a number of months. Portable heart rhythm
monitors detect and record electrical signals generated by the heart from the body surface. In the usual
method of recording, two or more self-adhesive electrodes are applied to the body surface (usually
on the chest wall) and via signal amplification and filtering an electrical signal from the heart is
reconstructed (the electrocardiogram, ECG). However, interference from other bioelectrical activity in
the body, particularly artefacts from random muscle activity may render recording of the ECG difficult.
In general, the strength of the ECG signal detectable at the body surface will depend on the distance
between the electrodes and their positions relative to the heart. Electrodes are thus usually placed
on several standarised locations on the the chest wall or on both arms to maximise the signal quality.
Nevertheless, these electrode positions are unsuitable for very long term recording (>36 h), due to their
interference with the patient’s usual day-to-day activities and the need of reliable, long-term adhesion
which tends to cause irritation to the patient’s skin after only a few days. Placement of standard
electrodes remote from the above positions, but which would be more convenient/comfortable to the
patient, as in a wrist based monitor, will result in an apparently undetectable ECG signal due to the
smaller cardiac electrical signal in those distant locations which is obscured by muscle artefact [3].
Lynn et al., concluded, by analysis of the data from a clinical study, that a significant reduction in
ECG signal amplitude occurred on the right arm [4], an opinion supported by Hung-Chi Yang et al. [5].
This data-supported evidence has guided all attempts at a successful arm-worn device with all
recordings made on the left limb. Yang’s group developed a flexible foil electrode that can
be conveniently wrapped around a limb and will facilitate the recording of ECG information.
They successfully extracted QRS complex information from the upper left arm (bicep region) and
the forearm (elbow position). However, attempts to recover an ECG signal from the wrist were
unsuccessful. Yang has declared that the ECG signal at the wrist is “very weak” and is easily disrupted
by electromyographic (EMG) noise. It is also notable that the signal processing used during his study
was simplistic, consisting of bandwidth narrowing to remove power line and EMG noise. Yang’s chosen
noise mitigation technique will have suppressed desired signal information ratiometrically with the
noise component, as the frequency content of the desired signal and the unwanted noise component
are overlapped.
The electrical noise issue is particularly evident in dry electrode systems due to the creation of
tribological noise at the interface of the electrode with the subject’s skin. The rubbing effect is reduced
with the introduction of a conductive gel. Some work has been carried out by Li-Sheng Shu et al.,
(2015) on a method of anchoring dry electrodes using micro-tipped silicon arrays [6]. The arrays are
manufactured using a chemical etching process that produces a microtip length of approximately
155 µm. This is not sufficiently long so as to stimulate nerve endings within the skin and is therefore
painless to wear. The arrays were tested using a commercially available adhesive mount, typically
used with standard ECG electrodes. The microtip structure would also lend itself to mechanical fixing
using a pressure strap rather than an adhesive. Chen et al., concluded that motion artefact is markedly
reduced using a microtip electrode in comparison with a wet gel system [7]. Shu’s team concluded
that the array could be manufactured using a low-cost photolithographic and chemical etch process
and demonstrated signal recovery performance comparable with a standard gel electrode. As yet there
have been no very long-term studies as to the viability of the technology for use in extended period
ECG monitoring. However, Kim et al., have alluded toward the suitability of micro-needle arrays
(MNA) for long ECG monitoring and have completed a short 8 h comparative study [8]. The MNA
was compared with a dry electrode and an industry standard electrode in a baseline drift observation.
The conclusion shows a stability advantage for the MNA technology which may extend linearly.
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In summary, noise problems in a recorded ECG signal fall into two main types—conducted and
radiated. Conducted noise is that which is unavoidably present in the final signal. An example of
this would be electromyographic disturbances or a mains signal fed in by a power supply. This type
of noise can often be removed by signal averaging or bandwidth narrowing. Radiated noise is that
which is propagated through the environment and electromagnetically coupled onto the bioamplifier
high impedance input. Radio interference and mains (50 Hz/60 Hz) interference are examples of this.
Radiated noise is often a function of the physical layout of the system. Careful positioning of wires,
electrodes and power cables can, along with filtering, reduce the effect.
The aim of this work is to develop a smart ECG denoising technique which would be feasible to
implement on wearable device technology, enabling the capture of a clinical quality ECG signal from
bipolar leads on the left arm. The denoised signal could then be post-processed using contemporary
rhythm and pattern recognition algorithms to diagnose and report arrhythmias. The problem of
extracting the arm bipolar lead heart electrogram (EGM) signal from noise components will be
addressed using a data-driven and low latency denoising algorithm developed during the course
of this research. The technologies will be backward compatible with existing e-health information
systems, as well as looking forward to emerging technologies such as the internet of things (IoT).
The overarching impetus driving this work is the need for early intervention in an attempt to reduce
healthcare costs, improve diagnostic efficiency and culminate in an increase in the quality of life [9].
2. Materials
2.1. Electrode System and Disposition
The presence of a cardiac electrogram signal at a bipolar distal sensor along the left arm is not in
question. However, the ability to recover a useable signal, that is, a heart generated electrogram signal
with tolerable noise content, will depend on three major factors in the electrocardiographic (ECG)
recording process. Firstly, stable body-surface electrode performance, with regard to the skin–electrode
interface-related noise generation and impedance characteristics [10]. Secondly, a high quality, low
noise front-end amplifier and data acquisition system, with sufficient sensitivity so as to resolve the
small signals involved [11]. And finally, a robust post processing algorithm, capable of extracting the
required signal without altering its morphology [12].
A medical grade high-performance dry sensor technology useful for long term arm wearable
ECG monitoring bands is currently undergoing development by many research laboratories. To gather
a clinical database of left-arm ECGs under ethical approval, a sensor system with known high
performance on the skin–electrode interface impedance (better than available dry-electrodes) [10] and
good potential stability (low noise generation), the BIS-QuatroTM (four-electrode) sensor (Covidien,
Mansfield, MA, USA), as used for the BISTM brain monitoring system (Electroencephalogram signals),
was selected for the purpose of this study on the proposed arm-ECG signal denoising algorithm.
The selected BIS-QuatroTM sensor system provides four pre-gelled independent sensors along an
adhesive band 18 cm long (see Figure 1). The sensor band can be easily strapped around the wrist, the
forearm and on the upper arm (see Figure 2). Furthermore, the BIS-QuatroTM sensor system offered






Figure  2. Positioning  of  the BIS‐QuatroTM  sensor  system  band  around  the wrist  (a)  and  (b),  and 
around the forearm (c) on the left‐arm. 
2.2. Bioamplifiers, Data Acquisition System and Protocol 
For  the bipolar arm‐ECG clinical database gathering  task, a BioSemi Active 2  (BioSemi B.V., 
Amsterdam, Netherlands) multichannel, biopotential research data acquisition system was factory 






larger  than  the  total peak‐to‐peak noise  level  (background EMG + electrode + amplifier noise).  In 
this case, the analog‐to‐digital converter (ADC) is only able to capture signals larger than the LSB 
value. However, when  one  or more LSBs  are  smaller  than  the noise,  these LSBs will  constantly 
toggle—these bits are said  to be  ‘dithered’—in  this case  the capturing of small signals becomes a 
purely statistical effect, meaning there is not any principal lower limit for the smallest measurable 
signal. The system resolution is entirely determined by practical limits. 




The EDF Browser  software  (V.1.48, Free Software Foundation,  Inc, Boston, MA, USA, 2017) was 
used  to  interim post‐process Actiview BDF  files. Final analysis of  the data presented herein was 
extracted and imported directly into Matlab using a Matlab software (R2017a, Matlab, Natick, MA, 
USA, 2017)  script. The BioSemi Active 2 data acquisition  system uses ADC per  channel,  so  each 
sample  is  temporally  aligned.  The  BioSemi  Active  2  system  (Figure  3)  has  a  110  dB  channel 
separation. 
Figure 1. BIS-QuatroTM pre-gelled sensor system showing dimensions.
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Figure 2. Positioning of the BIS-QuatroTM sensor system band around the wrist (a) and (b), and around
the forearm (c) on the left-arm.
2.2. Bioamplifiers, Data Acquisition System and Protocol
For the bipolar arm-ECG clinical database gathering task, a BioSemi Active 2 (BioSemi B.V.,
Amsterdam, Netherlands) multichannel, biopotential research data acquisition system was factory
configured for the ECG diagnostic bandwidth recording. The system had an analogue input capacity of
32 unipolar channels, with a dynamic analogue input range of +/−260 mV, and with a 24-bit resolution
(least significant bit (LSB) = 30.99 nV).
LSB = (0.26V × 2)/(224) = 30.99 × 10−9 V (1)
The sampling frequency was set at 2048 Hz, and each left-arm ECG recording duration was at
least 500 s. The “minimum resolvable signal” concept must be considered when the LSB value is
larger than the total peak-to-peak noise level (background EMG + electrode + amplifier noise). In this
case, the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) is only able to capture signals larger than the LSB value.
However, when one or more LSBs are smaller than the noise, these LSBs will constantly toggle—these
bits are said to be ‘dithered’—in this case the capturing of small signals becomes a purely statistical
effect, meaning there is not any principal lower limit for the smallest measurable signal. The system
resolution is entirely determined by practical limits.
The Bios mi Actiview laptop/PC-based u er int rface, provides the user access t interface
settings that all fine tuning of the recorded data. It produces a bespoke binary file type; Biosemi
Data Format (BDF) and 24-bit extend d from th Europe Data Format (EDF) tan ard. BDF data
files require some minor conversio prior to post-processing with software such as Matlab or Excel.
The EDF Browser software (V.1.48, Free Software Foundation, Inc, Boston, MA, USA, 2017) was used to
interim post-process Actiview BDF files. Final analysis of the data presented herein was extracted and
imported directly into Matlab using a Matlab software (R2017a, Matlab, Natick, MA, USA, 2017) script.
The BioSemi Active 2 data acquisition system uses ADC per channel, so each sample is temporally
aligned. The BioSemi Active 2 system (Figure 3) has a 110 dB channel separation.
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exclusion criteria was patients with atrial  fibrillation  (AF), or presenting  frequent ectopy or other 
arrhythmia on baseline. 
The main  outcome measure was  the  reliable  recording  of  cardiac  electrical  activity  on  the 
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unipolar  left‐arm  potential mapping  signals;  from which  a  set  of  seven  arm  bipolar  leads were 
derived. Thus, in each subject, a total of 14 unipolar channels were recorded simultaneously during 
12 min. For the  left‐arm unipolar potential mapping signals, the BioSemi Active 2 analogue  input 
terminals channels one  to 10 were hard wired and  shielded  together  through a  separate cable  to 
three BISTM sensor bands on the arm (Figure 4). To reduce the effects of crosstalk, the strong chest 
wall unipolar  leads  (RA, LA, LL and V1), were cabled  to  four analogue  inputs  (namely, Ch.16  to 
Ch.19). 
Figure 3. The BioSemi Active 2 A/D simultaneous conversion unit; 32-channel analogue input.
In order to provide the database for a pilot evidence-based performance assessment of the
proposed bipolar arm-ECG denoising techniques, including the ECG signal-averaging (SA) control
method, a small database of multich nnel left arm-ECG surface pot ntial maps was gathered from
several healthy subjects and from ca diology outpatient clinics at the raigavon Area Hospit in
Port down city (Portadown city, Northe n Ir land); ethical approval HSC REC B (Health and Social
Care, Research Ethical Committ e, reference: 16/NI/0158), and IRAS (Int grated Research Application
System, registered project ID: 203125, dated: 21/September/2016). There, the stated exclusion criteria
was patients with atrial fibrillation (AF), or presenting frequent ectopy or other arrhythmia on baseline.
The main outcome measure was the reliable recording of cardiac electrical activity on the left-arm,
from bipolar leads oriented either transversally to the arm axis (with the dipole axis perpendicular to
the arm axis), or oriented axially along the arm (dipole axis parallel to the arm axis). The challenge
lies in extracting an accurate electrocardiogram from selected bipolar arm-ECG leads from pairs of
electrodes placed remotely from the heart (far-field ECG). To this end we have proposed to employ
advanced signal processing and data-driven denoising techniques to extract the ventricular activity
(QRS complex, ST segment and T wave), as well as the atrial activity (P wave and PQ segment), in
selected arm-ECG bipolar leads.
For each recorded subject, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) measurements from each of the selected arm
bipolar leads, after the application of a data-driven si nal denoising process, will be compared with
SNR m asurements obtained after applying th SA denoising ontrol technique on corresponding arm
bipolar leads. An accurate timing reference point for ventricular depolarization will be simultaneously
recorded from th stand rd chest Lead I. Thus, the results of the data an lysis will enable a hie archical
stratification from best to worst far-field left-arm bipolar lead location to be established against a
particular data-driven denoising technique.
Subjects were recruited from medical staff and patients attending cardiology outpatient clinics
at Craigavon Hospital. An information sheet was provided to each patient clearly explaining the
purpose of the study and the recording process, and a consent form was facilitated. The main exclusion
criterion was atrial fibrillation or frequent ventricular ectopy in surface ECG. The following data
recordings were part of the clinical database gathering protocol: (i) 12-lead ECG baseline recording,
prior to experimental left-arm surface potential mapping. Following the 12-lead ECG, the exclusion
criteria was applied. (ii) Immediately after the ECG baseline recording procedure and the inclusion
criteria being satisfied. (iii) The following signals were recorded simultaneously: standard unipolar
chest ECG leads (RA (right arm), LA (left arm), LL (left leg) and V1) and 10 unipolar left-arm potential
mapping signals; from which a set of seven arm bipolar leads were derived. Thus, in each subject,
a total of 14 unipolar channels were reco ed simultaneously during 12 min. For th left-arm unip lar
potential mappi g signals, the BioSemi Active 2 analogu input terminals ch nnels one to 10 were
hard wired and shielded together through a separ te cable to three BISTM sen or bands on the arm
(Figure 4). To reduce the effects of crosstalk, the strong chest wall unipolar leads (RA, LA, LL and V1),
were cabled to four analogue inputs (namely, Ch.16 to Ch.19).
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3. Methods
3.1. Selected Arm-ECG Bipolar Leads
The BioSemi Active 2 system’s CMS (common reference electrode) terminal was positioned in the
upper arm, in the BIS-3 sensor, between the electrodes for Ch.9 and Ch.10, and the DRL (driven right
leg) terminal positioned in the forearm, in the BIS-2 sensor, between the electrodes for Ch.6 and Ch.7;
see Figure 4.
Seven representative anatomical arm areas and orientations (transversal or axial) were selected,
and a corresponding bipolar arm lead was defined as described in Table 1.
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Figure 4. Anatomical position of the 10 unipolar left-arm potential mapping channels, using the three
BIS-QuatroTM sensor strips (a), and wired up arm photo (b). BIS: BIS-QuatroTM sensor system; DRL:
driven right leg; CMS: common signal reference electrode.
Table 1. Definition and anatomical location of studied left-arm bipolar leads. BIS: BIS-QuatroTM
sensors system.
Transversal left-arm BIS sensor bipolar leads
Lead-1 = Ch10–Ch8 → (Upper arm)
Lead-2 = Ch7–Ch5 → (Forearm)
Lead-3 = Ch4–Ch3 → (Wrist)
Axial left-arm BIS sensor bipolar leads
Lead-4 = Ch10–Ch6 → (Upper arm-Forearm)
Lead-5 = Ch7–Ch2 → (Forearm-Wrist)
Lead-6 = Ch10–Ch2 → (Upper arm-Wrist)
Lead-7 = Ch1–Ch3 rist-Up er wrist)
3.2. Raw Data Pre-Processing
The raw digital signal acquired by the BioSemi Active 2 system preserves significant DC
offset and signal baseline wander, as well as some 50 Hz mains interference pickup, arm muscular
electromyographic (EMG) noise and arm movement sensor artifact noise. Therefore, before any
denoising technique is applied, for every case, the raw ECG data files were first imported into the
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Matlab environment (MATLAB version 9.2, release R2017) and a pre-filtering stage was performed;
which consisted of a high-pass, fourth order, Butterworth filter at 0.2 Hz cutoff frequency, followed by
a low-pass, fourth order, Butterworth filter at 40 Hz cutoff frequency, and by a 50 Hz notch-filter (4th
order, Butterworth and of 4 Hz bandwidth).
3.3. Denoising Control Method: Signal Averaged ECG (SA-ECG)
In order to extract a gold standard model of the possible ECG waveform of every bipolar lead
along the left-arm in each subject case, a conventional clinically-adopted ECG denoising process
by signal averaging was implemented as in previous works [13,14]. In this study, the particular
SA-ECG denoising technique was not a data-driven type, unlike the current EMD (empirical mode
decomposition)-based method. The implemented SA technique uses Lead I or any of the other
simultaneously recorded standard limb leads: Lead II, Lead III and the precordial lead V1, for extracting
the accurate, time-deterministic point associated with the heart ventricular depolarization event during
normal sinus rhythm, by means of the single fiducial point (SFP) heart beat alignment technique on
the ECG Lead I signal [15], as explained in the following section.
3.3.1. Reference Ventricular Activity Timing Series
The most widely accepted method for beat alignment in high resolution ECGs is the temporal
cross-correlation method, where each incoming beat is matched to a template beat, hence, this beat
alignment technique is also named maximum coherence matching (MCM). The technique works
well for low noise situations, however, in high noise applications such as the proposed monitor, the
technique does not produce a precise fiducial mark and alignment jitter is increased [16]. An alternative
technique [17], effectively used in high resolution ECG studies, is in the form of single fiducial point
(SFP) alignment. SFP alignment uses the zero-crossing point after R wave detection on a band-pass
filtered (3 Hz–30 Hz, second order, Butterworth) ECG signal. The literature suggests that the SFP
technique is comparable and, in some cases better than the more conventional MCM techniques.
The benefit of the single point technique is its simplicity, accuracy and noise immunity, making it easy
to implement on a microprocessor or in analogue hardware [14].
3.3.2. The ECG Signal-Averaging Process on Arm Bipolar Leads
SA denoising of an ECG is best applied where long latency is acceptable. The technique requires
extracting a fiducial or datum point to be identified in the band-pass pre-filtered ECG signal (0.5–40 Hz,
typically), with relatively large R-wave amplitude with respect to the unwanted background noise.
For this requirement, the standard ECG limb leads and precordial lead V1 were also included in the
clinical ECG database gathering, simultaneously recorded with the left-arm bipolar leads. In this study,
chest Lead I was selected for deriving the accurate SFP time-series of ventricular depolarisation events
in each clinical case. The SFP extracted time-series was then used to ensemble average a 700 ms signal
window, centred around every time element of the SFP time-series (from 400 ms before the SFP and
300 ms after the SFP), for every arm-ECG bipolar lead signal. Thus, in all arm-ECG bipolar leads (set
of seven bipolar leads), consecutively aligned ventricular depolarization events, around 400 heart
beats or more were included in the SA denoising process in each subject case. Nevertheless, the basic
SA rule applied—the noise signals must be non-coherent for successful SA denoising to take place.
Power line interference (50 Hz) and electromyographic noise sources, through their repetitive nature,
often confound this technique.
3.3.3. Denoising Performance Metrics
For each case, the following process was followed to measure the signal-to-noise ratio metric used
to quantify the output of the filtering algorithms during the course of this research.
Two areas on the recovered ECG were identified, see Figure 5, for signal-to-noise comparison.
The QRS complex is the area of most significant magnitude; it also contains the greatest spectral content
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of the ECG waveform, making it the most likely signal component to propagate and remain intact in
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Figure 5. The regions identified above show the area of noise (red) and signal (green) superimposed
on an example ECG (electrocardiogram) signal.
The comparison point chosen was the iso-voltaic region between the T wave and t e P w ve.
This region is d void of cardiac electrical activity and, as such, any quantity measured in this area was
considered to be noise. Due o he disrup ed nature of the signals to which the SNR measurement
was applied, P or T wave detection was n t always possible. Therefore, for the purposes of this study,
a fixed time interval of 250 ms was used to locate the 40 ms noise window in rel tion to the R peak.
Temporal dispersion was used, where the standard deviation of the signal data within the defined





3.4. Empirical Mode Decomposit on (EMD)
3.4.1. Implementa ion Criteria
The use of EMD has contributed major advances in many applications from weather map ing and
seismology, to filtering biologically-s urced signals. Generally, the overall r sult of the decomposition
is to successively remove the highest frequencies from a signal x(t). The overall result is to create a
bank of sub signals, described as intrinsic mode functions (IMF), whose sum produces the original
signal. Signal filtering is achieved by manipulation of the IMFs either by post-processing with a
technique such as FFT or wavelet, or partial reconstruction. However, the EMD’s ability to handle
some signal-processing problems is still imperfect. Rilling and Flandrin [18,19] stated that the
EMD decomposition capacity depends on the frequencies and amplitudes, and the differences in
both frequencies and amplitudes of two signals. If the criteria for the differences between the two
signals are not met, the sifting process derives an IMF with a single tone modulated in amplitude.
This phenomenon is called the beat effect, or, more commonly, mode mixing [20].
3.4.2. EMD Implementation Process (Algorithm)
All processed IMFs were statistically independent and each represents a unique range of energy





hj + rn (3)
When using EMD for signal decomposition, the input signal must satisfy the following
three conditions:
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1. The signal has at least two extrema; one is the maximum and the other the minimum.
2. The time-period scale is defined by the time lapse between the two extrema.
3. If the data have no extrema, only the inflection point is recorded, and the extrema can then be
estimated by differentiation.
The IMF is considered valid if it meets the following conditions: The number of IMF extrema (the
sum of the maxima and minima) and the number of zero-crossings must either be equal or differ at
most by one; and, at any point of an IMF the mean value of the envelope, defined by the local maxima,
and the envelope, defined by the local minima, must be zero.
Finally, the results can be calculated by integration of these components. The algorithm is
summarised as follows:
(1) Identify all extrema of x(t).
(2) Using a cubic spline, interpolate between minima and maxima with envelopes emin(t) and emax(t).
(3) Compute the mean envelope, mk(t) =
(emax(t)+ emin(t))
2 , where k is the iteration number.
(4) Extract the detail hj(t) = x(t)− mk(t).
(5) Repeat (1)–(4) until hj(t) meets the definition of an IMF, and the IMF converges.
(6) Repeat (1)–(5) to generate a residual rn(t), rn(t) = x(t) − hn(t).
The procedure has been further developed by adding a sifting process which repeats steps (1)–(4)
on the signal r(t) until it can be considered as having zero-mean, as per the stopping criteria. Once this
is achieved, the result is considered to be the IMF. Once achieved, step (6) is applied to generate the
residual rn(t).
To ensure that the EMD process generates IMFs correctly, Huang et al. [21] proposed a stopping
criterion in the sifting process. The criterion can be implemented by limiting the size of the standard










A value of 0.2 for SD was used as the stopping criteria for the IMF sifting process. This SD value
is the minimum value within the recommended range proposed by Huang [21], between 0.2 and 0.3.
The lower end value 0.2 was used for the SD, in order to ensure the best quality of the algorithm
output. Thus, when the calculated SD is below 0.2, the process is stopped.
3.5. Ensembled EMD (EEMD)
3.5.1. Implementation Criteria
To overcome the problem of mode mixing observed when using the EMD process, Wu and
Huang [22] proposed a further advancement, the ensemble empirical mode decomposition (EEMD).
A uniform distribution of white noise, wi(t), is added to x(t) before decomposition to reduce the effect
of the mode mixing in the EMD process [23]. As a result, the EEMD method is capable of resolving the
issues of mode mixing [20].
3.5.2. FFT Thresholding Technique
In application, signal filtering using the EMD or EEMD processes poses a dynamic problem.
The changing nature of the biological signals means that the information contained in each IMF will
change with time. The number of IMFs generated by the sifting process will also change dependent
on the complexity of x(t), hence a simple fixed approach to the partial reconstruction process is not
optimal in all cases. The inclusion of the FFT, or a similar frequency based technique, allows for
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dynamic tracking of the frequency content of each IMF in real-time, the net result being an adaptive
EEMD, partial reconstruction filter (see process structure in Figure 6).Electronics 2017, 6, 84  10 of 18 
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Figure 6. Dynamic EMD (empirical mode decomposition) filter structure showing the use of FFT
(fast Fourier transform) to post process each IMF (intrinsic mode functions) prior to reconstruction.
IMFs that fall outside of the frequency band (0.5 Hz–30 Hz) are excluded.
Data produced when each IMF is generate are proc ssed using FFT. The IMF spectral content
should be monotonic exh bi ng minimal spread. IMFs are inspected for frequency content betw en
0.5 Hz and 40 Hz, indic tive of a frequency content typical of the ECG ignal. The magnitude threshold
of this parameter is selectable and is dependent on the measurement system.
3.5.3. EEMD Implementation Process (Algorithm)
For EEMD, the ratio of added white noise and the numb r of signals in the ensemble must be
predetermined. Depending on the number of iterations in the ensemble, different white noise wi(t)
with the same amplitude is added N times to an original signal x(t) to generate N modified signals xi(t).
xi(t) = x(t) + wi(t) i = 1, 2, . . . , N (5)
The EMD decomposition is then carried out on each modified signal xi(t), decomposing it into n
units of IMF and one residue. This is replicated for N × n IMF signals and n residue components rin(t).





hij(t) + rin(t) i = 1, 2, . . . , N (6)
Each set of IMFs Hj(t) cause the noise component win(t) to trend toward zero. The error in the





where N is the number of ensemble iterations, noise(t) is a normalized noise signal, ε the amplitude of
wi(t) and εn is the final SD.
wi(t) = ε× noise(t) (8)
The fact that the EEMD process is required to average N iteration of each IMF in order to complete,
means an extended processing time and additional memory usage. This should be considered prior to
the adoption of the technique.
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4. Results
4.1. Denoising Process
After pre-filtering (50 Hz notch and 0.2–40 Hz band-pass) the set of seven left-arm bipolar leads
and the recorded standard chest Lead I (used as control and time fiducial point for the SA denoising
process) as a control ECG for the performance assessment, for each of the 34 clinical cases (N = 34),
denoising by methods of SA (SFP beat alignment using chest Lead I, about 400 beats were averaged
in all cases), EMD, EEMD and EEMD-fft, were applied on the set of seven arm leads (from Lead-1 to
Lead-7), using a 20 s sample section of stable ECG for the three data-driven methods of EMD, EEMD
and EEMD-fft.
Figure 7 shows the original signal of the upper arm Lead-1 of clinical case Patient #1 and its
filtered version using the three data-driven denoising methods under study. Several cases (about five)
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#1);  showing  best  denoising  qualitative  performance,  ECG  waveform,  including  well‐defined 
P‐QRS‐T waves. 
4.2. Signal Averaging and EMD, EEMD and EEMD‐fft Comparative Study 
Figure  8  illustrates  the  clinical  case  Patient  #10,  which  was  one  of  the  best  quality  ECG 
recording cases. After the pre‐filtering stage process 34 (N = 34) cases were denoised by means of the 
EMD, EEMD and EEMD‐fft methods, followed by SNR performance assessment. The resulting SNR 
mean values  (N = 34) are  summarized  in Table 2,  for  each data‐driven denoising method under 
study,  and  for  the  control  SA method, on  the  set of  arm‐ECG bipolar  leads.  From  these overall 
results  (all  cases;  N  =  34),  it  is  clearly  revealed  that  the  wrist‐located  bipolar  leads—Lead‐3 
(transversally  oriented)  and  Lead‐7  (axially  oriented)—which  had  the  smallest  inter‐electrode 
distances  and were  the most distally  located  from  the heart,  had negligible  cardiac EGM  signal 
strength to be useful in clinical practice. 
Figure 7. Example of the denoising of an ECG section of upper arm Lead-1in a clinical case
(Patient #1); showing best denoising qualitative performance, ECG waveform, including well-defined
P-QRS-T waves.
4.2. Signal Averaging and EMD, EEMD and EEMD-fft Comparative Study
Figure 8 illustrates the clinical case Patient #10, which was one of the best quality ECG recording
cases. After the pre-filtering stage process 34 (N = 34) cases were denoised by means of the EMD,
EEMD and EEMD-fft methods, followe by SNR performance assessment. The resulting SNR mean
values (N = 34) are summarized in Table 2, for ach dat -driven den ising method under study, and
for the control SA method, on the set of m-ECG bipolar leads. F om these overall esults (all c ses; N
= 34), it is clearly revealed that the wrist-located bipolar leads—Le -3 (transversally oriented) and
Lead-7 (axially oriented)—which had the smallest inter-electrode distances and were the most distally
located from the heart, had negligible cardiac EGM signal strength to be useful in clinical practice.




using  the  various  denoising  methods.  X‐axis  are  in  samples  (2048  samples/sec),  y‐axis  are  in 
automatic scaled units. 
Table  2.  SNR  (signal‐to‐noise  ratio)  mean  value  figures  (N  =  34)  for  denoising  performance 
comparison among the denoising methods under study. 
Method  Lead‐1  Lead‐2 Lead‐3 Lead‐4 Lead‐5 Lead‐6 Lead‐7 
SA  102.8  33.1 2.2 114.7 21.6 95.7 2.7 
EMD  8.0  3.9  3.4  9.0  3.2  9.3  2.3 
EEMD  9.1  3.5  3.1  9.0  4.0  9.8  2.1 
EEMD‐fft  8.5  3.5 1.7 11.5 3.7 7.3 1.9 
SA: signal averaging; EMD: empirical mode decomposition; EEMD: ensemble empirical mode decomposition. 
Table 3 shows 18  ‘golden cases’, which means patient cases with best quality recordings,  for 




the  EEMD‐fft  method.  Although  the  data‐driven  methods  did  not  present  sufficiently  good 
denoising performance on the transversal forearm Lead‐2 and on the axial forearm‐wrist Lead‐5, the 
SA  control method  evidenced  some  cardiac  EGM  signal  presence,  still  to  be  unfolded  by  some 
further  improvement  of  the  data‐driven methods,  and  assures  the  target  for  the  next  research 
challenge. 
Figure 8. Example clinical case: Patient #10, illustrating output of processing each bipolar arm lead
using the various denoising methods. X-axis are in samples (2048 samples/sec), y-axis are in automatic
scaled units.
Table 2. SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) mean value figur s (N = 34) for denoising performanc c parison
among the denoising methods u der study.
Method Lead-1 Lead-2 Lead-3 Lead-4 Lead-5 Lead-6 Lead-7
SA 102.8 33.1 2.2 114.7 21.6 95.7 2.7
EMD 8.0 3.9 3.4 9.0 3.2 9.3 2.3
EEMD 9.1 3.5 3.1 9.0 4.0 9.8 2.1
EEMD-fft 8.5 3.5 1.7 11.5 3.7 7.3 1.9
SA: signal averaging; EMD: empirical mode decomposition; EEMD: ensemble empirical mode decomposition.
Table 3 shows 18 ‘golden cases’, which means patient cases with best quality recordings, for SNR
values using control method SA and the data-driven denoising methods EMD, EEMD and EEMD-fft.
Wrist leads three and seven again presented very poor mean SNR values, even with the SA method.
Even though EMD and EEMD showed higher SNR mean values in leads two and six, compared with
the EEMD-fft technique, a well-recognized ECG waveform was usually better with the EEMD-fft
method. Although the data-driven methods did not present sufficiently go d denoising performance
on the transversal forearm Lead-2 and on the axial forearm-wrist Lead-5, the SA control method
evidenced some cardiac EGM signal prese ce, s ill to be unfolded by some further improvement of the
data-driven methods, and assures the target for the next research challenge.
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Table 3. Results of the SNR values in selected best cases (‘Golden Cases’, N = 18) of arm-ECG bipolar lead set recordings, for the different data-driven denoising
methods (EMD, EEMD and EEMD-fft) and for the control SA method as an indication of signal quality.
Lead-1 Lead-2 Lead-3 Lead-4 Lead-5 Lead-6 Lead-7
SA EMD EEMD EEMDfft SA
EEMD
fft EEMD EEMD SA EMD
EEMD
fft EEMD SA EMD EEMD
EEMD
fft SA EMD EEMD
EEMD
fft SA EMD EEMD
EEMD
fft SA EMD EEMD
EEMD
fft
Case 1. 203.1 15.5 23.1 16.8 16.5 4.7 5.4 1.6 0.9 1.1 1.1 1.6 164.2 29.0 26.4 14.4 5.1 1.2 1.6 4.7 68.4 6.5 5.8 7.2 0.8 1.0 1.1 1.6
Case 10. 206.6 9.3 5.7 3.4 24.3 2.4 3.9 2.2 1.2 1.3 1.4 2.7 142.2 34.8 22.8 25.2 54.2 26.6 15.1 14.7 617.0 48.0 56.2 48.2 1.7 1.2 1.0 2.2
Case 13. 20.7 8.9 9.0 11.0 9.7 4.6 9.0 4.7 2.3 3.7 3.8 1.7 12.6 9.4 9.5 14.2 2.3 3.7 3.7 1.5 2.4 3.8 3.7 1.6 1.9 2.1 2.5 0.7
Case 15. 182.9 1.5 1.3 3.7 177.6 32.2 8.5 9.1 0.9 2.5 2.7 0.5 419.3 2.2 1.9 6.8 37.4 6.8 16.3 20.9 145.4 3.0 3.5 5.5 1.5 1.8 2.3 1.4
Case 24. 31.5 1.7 1.7 1.0 9.4 1.9 2.7 1.4 0.6 1.7 1.9 2.1 106.1 7.1 12.2 7.3 9.7 0.9 1.0 1.0 58.4 8.1 8.7 5.6 1.3 0.4 0.9 1.8
Case 26. 212.9 7.9 8.8 5.2 26.7 1.7 1.7 0.7 0.6 1.1 1.9 1.2 135.9 13.1 12.2 7.2 8.8 1.3 1.2 0.9 45.4 11.2 11.1 5.4 0.7 1.5 1.6 1.3
Case 39. 1.7 2.7 2.7 8.0 36.0 4.1 6.5 15.8 2.8 3.2 2.1 2.5 115.4 17.1 25.2 58.4 14.4 3.7 7.1 4.8 124.8 30.9 42.0 29.1 1.4 0.4 0.7 1.2
Case 44. 60.4 0.2 0.2 11.2 29.0 2.1 2.0 2.9 2.2 13.7 15.0 1.1 327.4 0.2 0.2 19.0 49.7 0.2 0.2 8.0 226.1 0.1 0.1 11.1 2.5 1.2 0.9 1.4
Case 47. 117.8 14.3 11.1 10.8 36.3 2.9 3.3 4.9 0.9 3.8 3.0 2.2 272.0 9.1 9.1 10.1 46.3 6.5 4.2 3.6 277.2 16.0 21.4 10.3 1.8 1.7 1.8 2.1
Case 5. 130.4 11.3 44.1 31.8 24.9 1.7 1.7 0.8 0.8 0.3 0.5 0.5 160.3 20.2 15.2 8.6 8.9 1.6 0.4 1.0 63.8 12.8 15.6 7.3 1.4 1.0 0.8 0.4
Case 54. 2.6 0.5 0.5 22.3 151.9 0.8 0.9 4.2 1.7 1.9 1.5 0.7 322.4 0.3 0.3 20.8 38.7 0.9 1.2 1.3 152.0 1.2 1.3 4.1 4.4 4.5 4.6 1.3
Case 6. 2.8 6.9 8.0 11.4 8.1 1.8 2.1 3.1 0.6 9.6 5.5 1.5 92.8 16.8 17.0 6.6 5.9 2.2 6.6 0.9 94.1 17.2 19.7 5.3 1.4 1.2 1.6 0.6
Case 62. 84.7 3.4 7.5 8.5 32.0 2.9 2.0 2.9 6.0 1.6 1.4 1.8 95.7 8.8 11.4 5.4 11.3 0.4 0.4 0.3 50.5 5.3 6.4 2.4 27.2 1.3 1.4 4.7
Case 63. 385.4 7.1 5.9 5.7 27.5 1.4 1.2 0.6 0.4 1.1 1.3 4.6 90.3 18.2 15.0 6.0 0.1 0.6 0.6 3.8 1.0 3.7 4.2 4.1 3.0 3.3 3.6 2.8
Case 64. 51.2 7.6 7.2 11.5 21.2 1.9 2.5 3.4 1.7 5.5 4.4 2.2 118.1 4.0 4.3 9.4 9.5 2.6 2.7 1.8 21.5 4.6 4.0 2.7 0.6 6.4 9.0 10.8
Case 65. 53.5 3.1 3.5 8.8 60.2 2.8 4.0 4.1 0.5 2.5 2.8 0.8 113.4 7.2 8.2 18.1 19.4 1.2 1.5 0.7 132.3 11.4 6.1 4.2 0.7 9.3 4.6 1.7
Case 7. 214.2 8.1 3.8 4.5 81.1 2.0 2.0 1.1 6.4 0.4 0.3 0.5 214.2 6.8 6.5 12.8 9.2 0.8 1.4 0.6 87.4 7.9 4.8 3.6 0.2 0.9 0.7 0.5
Case 9. 333.3 5.7 5.7 7.7 52.4 19.0 9.7 7.0 0.7 1.2 2.3 0.9 138.3 7.3 8.0 21.3 67.3 5.6 7.4 15.8 134.8 29.0 30.8 12.5 1.7 1.6 1.2 0.7
Avg.
(N = 18) 127.5 6.4 8.3 10.2 45.8 5.0 3.8 3.9 1.7 3.1 2.9 1.6 168.9 11.7 11.4 15.1 22.1 3.7 4.0 4.8 127.9 12.3 13.6 9.5 3.0 2.3 2.2 2.1
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Table 4 summarizes a qualitative analysis with count scores and cases with poor ECG waveforms
that were not counted, as their also poor SNR value had no meaning. It can be observed that the
EEMD-fft denoising method performed better and more ECG waveforms along certain leads were
observed. It was assigned zero if a recognizable ECG waveform was not shown. As was mentioned
before, Lead 3 and Lead 7, related to the wrist, did not present any ECG waveform (zero count).
From the results in Tables 3 and 4, it is clear that the data-driven methods can perform well on the
transversal upper arm Lead-1, and on the axial leads four and six; the arm bipolar Lead-1 and Lead-4
are of anatomical practical importance, and the EEMD-fft method performed better on these two
bipolar leads, in comparison to the EMD and the EEMD methods.
Table 4. Total clinical cases subject count which had a recognizable ECG waveform resulting after
applying denoising methods (N = 34).
Method Lead-1 Lead-2 Lead-3 Lead-4 Lead-5 Lead-6 Lead-7
SA 29 27 1 34 20 31 0
EMD 22 11 0 29 7 25 0
EEMD 23 11 0 29 7 23 0
EEMD-fft 27 13 0 33 9 30 0
In Figure 9, a plot of SNR performance comparison among denoising methods is presented.
The SA control method was superior than the data-driven methods, in all leads. However, Figure 10
displays the SNR figure comparison for the bipolar leads set, including only best cases (N = 18)
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Figure 9. Denoising methods’ mean value SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) performance relative comparison
(N = 18).
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Figure 10. Denoising methods comparison plot among data-driven denoising methods—EMD, EEMD
(ensemble empirical mode decomposition) and EEMD-fft—applied to the arm-ECG bipolar lead set
study (Golden cases, N = 18).
5. Discussion and Conclusions
Data-driven techniques are a comparatively new and an innovative approach to data manipulation
and processing. They llow signals to be recov red from within band nois while main aining the
signal morphology. Th in itself is an exciting prospect when dealing with ECGs, whose morphology
is of clinical ortance and critical. EMD was not ideal, due to mode mixing, while the improved
EEMD technique reduced the od mixing effect t near zero, allowing for a better-defined IMF a d a
more precise filter outcome. The arm-worn monitoring application requires that any signal processing
is eventually implemented on an embedded platform. Therefore, the automation fusion algorithm
for EEMD with FFT thresholding using time domain inspection of the IMFs proved to be successful.
The only concern would be that the heavy processor load of EEMD combined with that of the FFT may
prove to be unachievable in a battery-powered portable device. It should be noted that the monotonic
nature of the EEMD output would lead to a simple thresholding technique for frequency measurement
instead of FFT, reducing processing operations.
It is difficult to provide a direct comparison to pre-existing work on this subject as the literature
content in this area is sparse and the large majority of heart rate monitoring is achieved using
photoplethysmographic signals. In this area, some attempts have been made towards distal site R-wave
recovery. Smart watches for cardiovascular monitoring represent a milestone for the development of
these systems, maxi izing comfort and usability for the end-user. However, besides the important
benefits that these t chnologies bring, such arm-worn systems are se iously affe ted by movement
artefacts. In general, many wearable, long-term cardiac monitoring systems have not gained entry
into the card ovascular monitoring devices market du to clinical approval a d certification issues
and associated high costs [24]. Nevert eless, focus is being directed to t e home environment and
to the healthcare for the elderly, where patients generally benefit from increased comfort at home;
a factor that may accelerate their recovery. Thus, eventually, costs for the public healthcare system will
be reduced by shortening the stay in hospital; this has been the main drive for the development of
long-term cardiovascular monitoring solutions for the home environment [25].
In this work, some steps have been taken toward arm-ECG bipolar lead assessment and heart
rhythm signal (P-QRS-T waves) recovery techniques. The outcome of this research shows potential
in that it suggests that a P-QRS-T waves based rhythm monitor may be achievable using currently
available technology. The confirmation of EEMD as the primary processing technique is also of
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significant importance. This technique had never been used on far-field arm ECG bipolar lead sets prior
to this research activity, so the isolation of a successful processing technique is of prime significance to
the progress of the WASTCArD Project research team (EU-H2020-MSCA-RISE Programme).
It is worth noting that the signal averaging output was generated after 8 min of data collection.
It is possible to reduce this by using a sliding window average or cumulative average, but acceptable
performance for this method is still traded off against latency. The empirical decomposition data
processing was the result of 20 s of data and the actual minimum latency was found to be one beat.
In order to produce meaningful output, a sliding window, one ‘beat’ wide, may be applied to the
incoming data. Thus, the data should be stored in RAM (random acces memory), delay-processed
(constant time-lag) and, once analysed, discarded to make way for contemporary data. This practical
implementation technique would remove the need for large volume data storage. It will also improve
power management as data storage is a power-demanding activity.
It is interesting to note that the data-driven techniques studied herein, do not directly take
advantage of LSB dithering and leave the minimum resolvable signal as 30 nV per bit, where
signal averaging techniques will produce resolutions in excess of 30 µV. It is possible to implement
an oversampling approach in hardware [26,27], prior to the data entering into the decomposition
algorithm, which would remedy this issue. It was not possible to trial this approach using the
equipment available at the time of the study.
The removal of noise from the ECG using conventional real-time pre-filtering digital FIR (finite
impulse response) and IIR (infinite impulse response) filters may be a simple denoising alternative for
an upper arm monitoring sensor band. Kumar et al. [28], have studied this approach with variations
of FIR and IIR digital filter designs, and have reported that by using FIR filters of 56 coefficients with
the a Kaiser window, presented the best performance in comparison to orders FIR, as well as IIR
filter designs. We have explored this possible approach, and determined that by increasing the order
number (coefficients), e.g., 100, there was no significant denoising performance improvement.
A data fusion approach, using EEMD and FFT, that allows automation of the empirical mode
partial reconstruction filter method was tested. The results on SNR performance presented in Table 3
and Figure 10, provide the evidence of this fact. The success of the EEMD approach highlights its
suitability for use in this unique application. The complicating factor of mode mixing is removed
leaving only the issue of IMF content unpredictability, which is dealt with using industry standard
frequency analysis—FFT in this case. Robust extraction of the heart ECG signals from the wrist bipolar
Lead-3 and Lead-7 are unlikely at this stage, based on the levels of noise apparent at that extreme distal
site, and the relatively short inter-electrode distance. However, from the results obtained, it is evident
that the upper arm Lead-1 and Lead-4 may prove to be more successful over a large population.
Following testing on a small clinical database created solely for the purpose of developing an
arm-worn sensor, it can be concluded that the EEMD-fft fusion technique studied herein will provide a
low latency, data-driven denoising approach that has the best chance of the recovery of clinical quality
ECG data from a real-time data stream from an arm ECG bipolar lead set, named here as Lead-1,
Lead-4 and Lead-6. However, although considerable progress has been made, the state of the art is
still in a situation where the potentials of the transversal forearm Lead-2 and the axial forearm-wrist
Lead-5 are still to be unfolded by some further improvement of the data-driven methods, as the SA
control method evidenced some cardiac EGM signal presence, and may be recoverable as a future
research challenge.
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